
GhostBed Ma,ress Content for Ashley Furniture 
 
When Marc Werner was a li.le boy he was very afraid of ghosts. Later, when he was an adult 
and trying to figure out a name for his new ma.ress company, he remembered this fear and 
viola! The name “GhostBed” was born.  
 
What Are GhostBed Ma/resses?  
 
GhostBed ma.resses are manufactured by Nature’s Sleep Bedding Company and are 
manufactured in the United States and Canada.  
 
The “flagship” ma.ress GhostBed is known for is a foam ma.ress. The base is made out of 
support foam and then gel-infused memory foam and perforated latex foam are layered on top 
of that.  
 
There are also “hybrid” GhostBed ma.resses that are made of foam and coil springs (like you’d 
find in a tradiNonal ma.ress) that are individually wrapped to add extra protecNon and support.  
 
GhostBed Ma.resses work best for people who sleep on their backs and their stomach. In fact, 
it is one of the top-rated ma.resses for these sleep styles! If you sleep on your side, don’t 
worry—you’ll also be very comfortable on a GhostBed ma.ress, especially if you have a good 
pillow to help provide some extra support. 
 
What Types of GhostBed Ma/resses does Ashley Sell? 
 
Currently, Ashley sells three types of GhostBed Ma.resses: 
 

• GhostBed Elite Hybrid Innerspring and Memory Foam Ma.ress  
• GhostBed Performance Hybrid Innerspring and Memory Foam Ma.ress 
• GhostBed Chill Memory Foam Ma.ress 

 
Prices range from $799 to $2265 depending on the size and type of ma.ress you need.  
 
Ashley also sells two frames for the GhostBed ma.ress:  
 

• GhostBed All in One Metal FoundaNon ($339-$435)  
• GhostBed Adjustable Bed Frame and Power Base ($949-$2469)  

 
You can even buy a GhostPillow ($114.99). 
 
All of these GhostBed products are available through the Ashley Furniture website.  
 



These are not, of course, the only products that GhostBed makes! The company also makes a 
GhostBed Ma.ress protector and cover.  
 
If you have a partner who is constantly moving or oeen sleep with a squirmy child or a pet, you 
might want to try the GhostBed Luxe ma.ress, because it “deadens” moNon as it crosses the 
bed.  
 
If you like to travel, you can also buy a 10-inch GhostBed RV Ma.ress for your camper!  
 
How are GhostBeds Different from Other Ma/ress Brands? 
 
First, GhostBeds are both soe and firm. The base layer of foam is very firm. The top layers of 
memory and latex foam, however, add some cushy soeness to help even out that firmness. This 
makes it ideal for people who are light sleepers and/or those who prefer their ma.resses be 
super cozy.  
 
If the ma.ress itself isn’t soe enough, GhostBed also makes a GhostBed ma.ress topper that 
you can use to add an extra layer of soe (and cooling!) foam.  
 
Figuring out the best GhostBed ma.ress will depend on your sleep style and your budget. 
Thankfully, whatever your needs and budget, there is a GhostBed product that will be perfect 
for you.  
 
 


